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Executive summary
A partnership designed for growth and built for trust
You’re looking to grow and scale your business in this fast-change world of digital
disruption. Businesses are challenged to innovate, differentiate and drive new
revenue opportunities while reducing costs and reaching new clients. To stay
competitive, companies are transforming their businesses to deliver NextGen
solutions in new markets. Starting this journey sounds challenging
but you don’t need to do it on your own.
This guide is designed to show you how a Business Partner relationship with IBM
helps you scale and grow your business as you integrate the leading technology that
differentiates your solutions. Whatever the size of your business and type of business
model, we’re here with resources and expertise to help you!
Discover six areas in which a relationship with IBM enables you to make
the most of new opportunities:
Innovate on Cloud & AI
Speed up development
Leverage industry knowhow
Enhance skills
Monetize your ideas
Expand your reach

“	We are committed to building, with a growing
ecosystem of partners, an enduring hybrid cloud
platform that will serve as a powerful catalyst for
innovation for our clients and the world.”

Work with IBM to drive your business to even greater success, and let IBM be your
partner for the company you have today – and the company being transformed for
tomorrow. As set out within our IBM Partner Ecosystem Commitment on the next
page, we’re dedicated to building an ecosystem of like-minded Partners working
together towards quicker growth for all.

	Arvind Krishna

IBM Chief Executive Officer

Back to Table of Contents
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IBM Partner Ecosystem
Commitment
Sharing what we have and what we know widens thinking about what’s possible, which leads to solving problems faster, promoting quicker growth for all. We believe in
building strong, trusted and unbounded relationships among customers, Business Partners and suppliers – for the long term.
Ecosystems should build relationships by making connections between
like-minded Business Partners and prospects to allow for the limitless potential of intellectual capital and expertise.
These relationships encourage boundless possibilities by making connections between like-minded Business Partners and prospects to support and expand the
intellectual capital and expertise of each.
Just as strong ecosystems thrive without boundaries, so should technology platforms. Contribute to an ecosystem that enables you and your clients to develop
applications once and deploy them virtually anywhere, integrate security across the breadth of your IT estate, and automate your operations with management visibility.
Build new applications or migrate existing ones, enriched with your own intellectual property. Manage client requirements with IBM’s open, hybrid cloud approach.
For Business Partners who build innovative solutions, you and your clients can manage them essentially wherever and however you want in a security-rich environment.
Service your client’s needs today. Then help them reimagine their business for tomorrow by delivering unique value-added services, built for flexibility across
industry use cases.
Sell products or integrated solutions that make the most sense for your client by accessing our comprehensive product portfolio.
Whatever your opportunity, we’ll bring a diverse mix of experts, enablement and program benefits to help you get to market your way. Our mission is to lead the adoption
of hybrid cloud by partnering together, so your clients can fully exploit it. Let’s do it.
Let’s create what’s next, together.

Back to Table of Contents
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Team up.
Embrace opportunities.
Six ways to grow and scale your business

Back to Table of Contents
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Six ways to grow
and scale
Teaming with IBM gives you six unique benefits that are designed to add
value to your solutions, services and relationships.
From creating smarter applications and services to improving insights,
IBM and PartnerWorld® offer support in every area. Take advantage
of the resources you need, when your business needs them.

Next page

Innovate on Cloud & AI
Speed up development
Leverage industry knowhow
Enhance skills
Monetize your ideas
Expand your reach
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Innovate on Cloud & AI

-Protect clients’ data at the highest levels

“We chose IBM Cloud because it is
robust and built for business...
a reinforcement of our commitment
to meet clients’ around-the-clock
operational demands.”

-Get into market faster than your rivals

	Gus Ortiz

Customers are demanding higher-value, more integrated solutions, along
with streamlined buying experiences.
And with evermore business processes being moved to the cloud, it’s
never been more important for cloud solutions providers to:
-Provide differentiated value

Marketing Manager, Managed Services Program Manager, Jenzabar

-Find new clients to monetize your IP
But it’s tough to do that at scale on your own.
IBM’s open hybrid-multicloud, enterprise-ready Al, and unrivalled
ecosystem of support empowers the secure, flexible delivery of the
innovative solutions your clients increasingly expect.

Build once and deploy anywhere
with speed. Future-proof your
strategy with IBM’s Cloud solutions
and Red Hat OpenShift to move
apps to any Cloud without recoding.

Simplify cloud migration and
reduce costs. Get funds to
defray development costs, ease
integration, and create efficient
cost models.

500%

75%

Reduction in time-to-market
at Assima1

Back to Table of Contents

Reduction in OpEx with
IBM Cloud Pak solutions2

Accelerate revenue with
go-to-market support.
Access marketing funding, new sales
channels, and opportunities with
IBM’s vast network of face-to-face
sellers and digital marketplaces.

175

Number of countries where
IBM operates3
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Speed up development

Leverage industry knowhow

You need to differentiate your offering and grow recurring revenue.

More than ever before, customers are looking for customized and industry-specific
solutions from their service providers. So knowing what works in your industries
today – and tomorrow – can be a powerful benefit to your business.

As your clients accelerate their adoption of cloud and other advanced
technologies, such as Al, Blockchain and IOT, IBM resources empower the swift
development and deployment of cloud native applications.
IBM’s specialized Hybrid Cloud Build Team, for instance, gives you all the
unrivalled technical expertise and support you need to optimize the migration and
modernization of ecosystem partner products, services, and other offerings across
open hybrid cloud environments.
Added to this, the IBM Code library enables the streamlining of the coding process
with ready-made, reusable sections that you can integrate straight into your
solutions, while fully managed Red Hat OpenShift clusters can be deployed in
just a few clicks on IBM’s public cloud.

Standing shoulder-to-shoulder with IBM, and our range of knowledge and
engagement experience, gives you a real head-start. This industry-specific
expertise gives you a base from which you can find valuable new customers
in a competitive environment.
You can expand your knowledge of key cognitive applications like Watson,
add expertise through our industry insiders and global studies, or simply
reach out to our experts at IBM.

Then when you‘re ready, visit the IBM Garage to develop the structures required
to imagine and scale new ideas through co-creation.

Discover more about IBM
IBM PartnerWorld
IBM Embedded Solutions
IBM Garage

Back to Table of Contents
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Enhance skills
You never know when the next big business or tech challenge will strike –
or what it will be.
Having everything you need to react to any challenges you face can make all
the difference between gaining an advantage on your competitors and being
left behind.
To stand out in your current marketplace and explore new ones, the IBM
ecosystem of clients, partners and experts is at your disposal. You can take
advantage of technical validations, online training, demos and development
systems, maximizing the potential of your solution and improving the skills
of your employees.

Next page

“	IBM is investing in growing Business Partners’
sales and technical skills to enable them to
gain deep knowledge of offerings and solutions
by launching IBM Training as the IBM learning
platform that is constantly being loaded with
new impactful education materials.”
	
Jelena Djurovic

Business Development Manager, IBM Business Partner Ibis Instruments

IBM provides Business Partners around the world with resources that grant
access to development teams to improve your solutions faster, assistance
from subject matter experts, and remote training and services.

Discover more about IBM
IBM PartnerWorld
Seismic at IBM
IBM Training

Back to Table of Contents
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Monetize your ideas
No matter what kind of essential service you provide, whether you’re building,
servicing, or selling, you need ways to further monetize your solution and grow
revenue.
IBM delivers a complete ecosystem of beginning-to-end tailored support and
resources, all specifically designed to help you every step of the way as you
develop, deploy, go to market, and promote your solutions.
This includes:
-Outlining a vision to develop, manage and grow your business
-Developing innovative IP solutions integrating IBM technology
-Enhancing your offering to meet new client requirements
-Facilitating expansion into new geographic markets and/or industry verticals
-Promoting your solution to prospects and growing solution advocacy
-Developing market-ready assets and exploring go-to-market resources
What’s more, IBM PartnerWorld’s finely tuned tracks are primarily focused
on either building, servicing, or selling to provide personalized step-by-step
guidance.

Discover more about IBM
IBM PartnerWorld
IBM Embedded Solutions

Back to Table of Contents

“We’ve only been partners for a very short
time, but we’ve cut our deployment times
on Kubernetes and containers by
10-15 percent already.”
Ali Zein

Chief Executive Officer, IBM Business Partner Ideatolife Inc.
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Expand your reach
You can discover new avenues of growth and accelerate profitability by unlocking a rich suite of benefits designed to help you build and sell integrated solutions.
Through pricing the IBM technology you integrate into your solution based on your selected commitment level, you can easily establish a predictive cost model.
Then we help you reach new prospects globally and quickly monetize your solution as you sell and provision your offerings through digital marketplaces like the
open cloud Red Hat Marketplace.
You also get to create and boost your digital marketing via growth funds, co-marketing, and IBM’s no-cost marketing automation platform.
It’s a partnership geared up to transform your ideas into profits.

Discover more about IBM
IBM PartnerWorld
IBM Embedded Solutions
IBM Partner Marketplaces
IBM My Digital Marketing

“We are always looking for ways to
supplement our capabilities and reach
a broader audience – IBM Co-Marketing
funds help us do that.”
	Pascale Coustou

Marketing Manager, IBM Business Partner Groupe HISI

Back to Table of Contents
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Partner up.
Grow Business.
Join a rich ecosystem to accelerate
business growth

Back to Table of Contents
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IBM PartnerWorld
You’re looking for opportunities
to create differentiated value.
That’s why the IBM PartnerWorld
Program empowers partners to
undergo the vital transformation
from traditional practices to one
focused on the three essential
fields of Build, Service and Sell.
From companies small to large and
from those that sell IBM solutions to
those that use it, wherever you are
on your journey we make the
partnership about you, first
and always.
Our PartnerWorld Program is
built upon the three key areas:

Driving growth

Enabling innovation

Delivering value

Optimize for Business Partner
business models

Simplify through the tracks

Unify the benefits

PartnerWorld Program Framework

Build Track

IBM Partner Packages

Tailored benefits aligned to Build,
Service and Sell with optimized tiers

Tailored benefits for Business
Partners that build product offerings

Develop, learn and test with
customized benefits packages

Build and Service competencies

Service Track

IBM Partner Support Desk

New competencies designed to
showcase technical proficiency
and customer success of Build
and Service partners

Tailored benefits for Business Partners
that provide value-added services

Personalized guidance to ensure
your successful navigation of
PartnerWorld

Sell competencies
From beginning to end, we give
you access to the information,
products and support you need
to maximize your profits

Back to Table of Contents

Sell Track
Tailored benefits for Business Partners
that resell IBM products and services
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IBM Embedded Solutions
You want to be sure that your IP-based
offering meets the demands of an ever
changing market. By embedding IBM
technology in your solution you can meet
new client demands, reach new markets
or industries, and grow revenue.

An IBM Embedded Solution
Agreement (ESA) allows you to:

1
2

I ncorporate IBM’s open-standards, cutting-edge innovations into your
IP solutions.
“	We were able to reduce the development cost of our branded solution, and we were able to
accelerate our speed to market. It’s great having our business backed by IBM expertise and
technology.”
Alan Cowley, Executive Chairman, IBM Business Partner tdglobal, US

 ccelerate monetization via flexible payment options and predictable costing
A
aligned to industry standards.
“	Assima on IBM Cloud for Telecommunications drives digital transformation by delivering
impactful systems training and performance support. With IBM powering our solution, we are
committed to helping telecom providers increase end-user adoption, reduce training costs,
deliver stellar customer service and unlock the full value of their enterprise applications.”
Riz Khaliq, Chief Executive Officer, IBM Business Partner Assima, France

Start to build now with IBM

Back to Table of Contents

3

Deliver and price your IBM-enriched solution your way.
“The flexible pricing and licensing offered by IBM ESA, along with the
invaluable pay as you grow model, gives us previously undreamt of
opportunities to market technology we can build out.”
Antti Syväniemi, Chief Executive Officer, IBM Business Partner Houston Analytics, Nordics
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Hybrid Cloud
Build Team
Invaluable hands-on support and
engagement

Next page

Defining
-Client prospects
-Business development
-Solution scope

Skilling
-Architecture
-Technology stack
-Onboarding

Building
-Migration
-Support Q/A
-Tuning

Deployment
-Non-functional req’s
-Capacity planning
-End client adoption

Hybrid Cloud Build Team

Discover a fast, secure
journey to cloud

Back to Table of Contents

Whiteboard

Workshop

Proof of concept

Office hours

Architectural sessions to
move from enablement
to deployment

Customized education
sessions with hands on
exercises

Move from concept to
reality with hands on
support

IBM experts offer 1:1
guidance about
Technologies and
Solutions
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IBM Cloud
Engagement Fund
The Cloud Engagement Fund invests in our Partners to drive innovation and
skills around IBMs Hybrid Cloud and AI Platform.
IBM technical resources or funds support workload migrations and
consumption of the IBM Hybrid Cloud. Cloud Credits can also be used to
reduce your and your clients’ infrastructure costs during migration or after
consumption.
Funding is available for OpenShift, IBM Cloud Paks, and IBM Public Cloud
opportunities.

Build faster, securely, anywhere.

Back to Table of Contents

Modernize with the
IBM Hybrid Cloud

Access new
opportunities

Drive success with
consumption

Offset costs associated with migrating
workload to our platform.

Identify a target list of end-clients who
are ready to move to the IBM Cloud, go to
market with IBM support, and drive deal
closure with funding for your
end client.

The more IBM Hybrid Cloud you
and your clients consume, the
more access to incentive funding.
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IBM Training

Learn, develop, test

IBM Training offers personalized courses and competency roadmaps
to help build your sales, marketing, and technical skills and capabilities.

IBM Partner Packages are tailored for the Cloud and Cognitive era, providing you
with the expert resources you need to learn, develop and test at scale.

IBM Training Advantages:

– Everything you need to get hands-on experience with IBM distributed software
and IBM Cloud

– Advanced, authorized training from highly qualified IBM Business Partners
– Content based on areas of interest, topics, job category, skills, and more

– Includes reimbursement for fee-based education and vouchers to offset the
cost of certification tests

– Specially curated learning journeys to help you develop deeper skills in a
given IBM technology

Learn more about IBM Partner Packages

– Join leading-edge thinkers plus technology and business experts at more
than 30 events worldwide
– Get recognized and become an invaluable customer resource with
IBM Badging and Certification
– Available in 170 countries
Improve your learning experience now with IBM Training

Back to Table of Contents
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IBM My Digital Marketing
Don’t work hard for marketing, put better marketing to work.

Next page

You’ve worked hard to grow your business, and now you’re ready to
reach new customers. But while marketing campaigns offer an entirely
new set of challenges, what seems complicated doesn’t have to be chaotic.
IBM My Digital Marketing lets IBM Business Partners access ready-to-use
marketing assets and customizable campaigns on one intuitive platform.

Plan
An intuitive interface makes identifying the right campaign or marketing
asset simple.

Personalize
Customize email and social posts, or use templates to create your
own content.

Execute
Launch campaigns in the platform with our powerful marketing
automation engine.

Measure
Track performance, fine-tune campaigns, and empower your sales
teams with opportunities.

Simplify and amplify your marketing efforts with My Digital Marketing.
Get started today.

Back to Table of Contents
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IBM PartnerWorld
Co-Marketing
Generate leads and drive new revenue.
As an IBM Business Partner, you can access marketing funds to help offset
costs as you drive demand for offerings operating on or containing IBM products
and services. IBM Co-Marketing presents an opportunity to expand the scope
and frequency of your marketing efforts, allowing you to tap into new markets,
industries, and customer pools.
Co-Marketing is one of several marketing benefits, all designed to help you
effectively reach your audience and generate new leads. You can combine
Co-Marketing funds with other tools and resources like My Digital Marketing
customized campaigns and Seismic sales content to save time and effort.

Next page

“We realized that we weren’t doing
enough with digital marketing,
but with IBM Co-Marketing we now
have the resources needed to build
an effective campaign.”
	Mariana Martinez

Marketing Manager, IBM Business Partner Sistemas aKúbica

Learn more about the benefits of Co-Marketing and how to get started today.
Watch IBM Partners expanding their marketing efforts

Back to Table of Contents
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Seismic at IBM
Seismic is a sales enablement platform that quickly and easily connects
IBM sellers and partner sellers to the most relevant content to empower
and support them in their sales activities.
Powered by a robust search tool, Seismic is where sellers work and make
content work for them — wherever they are in the sales cycle.
With thousands of searchable and up-to-date enablement documents,
client presentations, and news articles – along with key integrations to
platforms like Salesforce – Seismic helps unify the IBM message in the
marketplace and on the ground.
Seismic is:
– A one-stop destination for both sellers and partner sellers
– A dynamic and nimble source of content that’s easily updated
– A way for sellers to send content to clients and then track their engagement
– A place sellers can interact and collaborate on documents
– A reference point to stay on top of new IBM product releases and updates

Next page

“We needed a world-class
enablement platform to create
one unified system for both
partners and direct sellers.
Seismic checked all our boxes:
market leader, robust integration
capabilities, and the features
and tools we required to
succeed.”
	Bryan Murphy

Sales Enablement lead, IBM Business Partner Rackspace

– A customizable experience for each unique user based on their role
Discover Seismic now

Back to Table of Contents
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IBM Garage
Innovating your partnership
The current business climate demands new ways of working to respond quickly
to challenging client needs. IBM Garage for Cloud provides Business Partners
with fresh, creative ways to rapidly deliver powerful cloud-based solutions.
Whether you are building new solutions, providing value-add services, or reselling,
the IBM Garage for Cloud will help you progress your Cloud deals and drive
incremental revenue with your clients.
IBM Garage success stories:
– The Climate Service
Watch how TCS partnered with IBM Garage to rapidly scale their business
to meet growing demand.
–	OpenAdvice
Read how the team at OpenAdvice worked with IBM Garage to find the right
solution architecture for their latest project.
– DXC Technology
DXC Technology co-created a tool with the IBM Garage to help injured
employees recover and return to work sooner by forecasting their time
away from work — with around 80 percent predictive confidence.

Back to Table of Contents
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Accelerate revenue via global visibility
IBM Global Solutions Directory: Extend your reach across the globe

Red Hat Marketplace: Showcase your product to millions of potential clients

Getting your solution listed in the Global Solutions Directory could be one of the
most valuable marketing efforts you make. An entry gives your offering greater
visibility and reach among clients, fellow IBM Business Partners, and the IBM
sales network.

When developers or potential clients are looking to discover, try, purchase, deploy,
and manage certified container-based software across multiple environments,
they visit Red Hat Marketplace, an open cloud marketplace for enterprises.

It’s a golden opportunity for you to expand your horizons. What’s more, as a portal
highlighting the latest innovations from thousands of Business Partners who’ve
teamed up with IBM, it enables you to develop total solutions for your own clients’
challenges.

It includes responsive support and governance, a single dashboard across clouds,
and streamlined billing and contracting. Software is instantly available to deploy
on any Red Hat OpenShift cluster.
It simplifies your search for the enterprise software you need – while also allowing
you to showcase your own solutions to a global audience.

IBM Partner Marketplaces: Engage and sell digitally, grow revenue simply
When you sell your solutions digitally through IBM Partner Marketplaces,
everything’s automatically provisioned for immediate delivery, granting your
clients the swift service they demand.
You get a low-touch, profitable revenue stream while maintaining control
of the relationship, with a real-time, end-to-end view of your clients’ orders.
Demand generation and activation is also accelerated through curated
enablement, marketing campaigns, co-marketing funds, and more.
You can onboard with your preferred IBM Cloud Aggregator and start selling
on day one.

Back to Table of Contents
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Explore solutions.
Unlock success.
The leading-edge technologies to drive
your business through transformation

Back to Table of Contents
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A world embracing hybrid
Build with IBM’s extensive software portfolio to offer your clients next-gen capabilities with your solutions.

IBM Hybrid Cloud and AI Solutions
Business Transformation and Hybrid Cloud Services

Build once,
deploy anywhere

System Integrator
Partners

IBM Services
Digital Transformations • Application Modernization • Intelligent workflows

Hybrid Cloud Software

Innovate anywhere,
with anyone’s technology

IBM Software IBM Cloud Paks
Automation • Data and AI • Integration • Networking • Security • Industry Capabilities

Software and SaaS
Partners

Hybrid Cloud Platform

Move freely, optimize
for cost savings

Red Hat Hybrid Cloud Platforms
Development, Security and Operational Services

Red Hat
OpenShift

Red Hat
Enterprise Linux

Infrastructure
IBM Cloud

Back to Table of Contents

Public Clouds
AWS • Azure
• Others

IBM Systems

Enterprise
Infrastructure

Edge
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IBM enables clients to accelerate
their Hybrid Cloud Strategy
The future of IT is hybrid cloud

IBM Advantage: Accelerating Cloud Value

Business Acceleration

Industry Expertise in Mission-Critical Business Processes

•
•

•
•
•

•

Better client insights leveraging data and AI across all environments
Dynamically run applications where it matters most: on premises,
cloud, or edge
Rapidly deploy new services and VMs globally across any private or public
cloud

Developer Productivity Based on Open Technology
•
•
•

Establish consistent internal development standards across clouds
Bring agile DevOps/SRE into the data center
Build and deploy consistent automation tools across all clouds

Security and Regulatory Compliance
•
•
•

Enable single pane of security controls and monitoring
Secure by design, no matter where the workload runs
Improve security/audit posture across clouds in a uniform matter

Infrastructure Cost Efficiency
•
•
•

Flexibility to optimize costs over private and multiple public clouds
Simplified management and provisioning across public and private clouds
Reduce downtime with parallel production environments

Flexibility to Seize Opportunities and Drive Value
•
•
•

Avoid vendor lock-in to proprietary clouds and services
Simplified management by bridging traditional, modern and cloud native
A hybrid cloud journey that starts where you are – modernize legacy
workloads and applications

Back to Table of Contents

Business workflow transformation with automation and AI
Strong technology partner ecosystem that delivers value for industry needs
Industry and business domain expertise and solutions

Proven Security, Compliance, Governance
•
•
•

Automated and auditable processes
Unique capabilities for the highest levels of cloud security and monitoring
Consistent security and controls posture across all applications

Build and Run Anywhere with Consistency
•
•
•

Enterprise Kubernetes value at scale with Red Hat OpenShift
Consistency of cloud services across any cloud or any location
Rich catalog of cloud solutions and services

Automate, Predict and Modernize Workflows
•
•
•

Containerized capabilities for DevOps, automation, data and security
Ease of integration and a consistent application development lifecycle
Advanced technologies – Watson, analytics, encryption, IoT, Edge...

Leverage the World’s Innovations
•
•
•

Tap the unmatched pace and quality of innovations from the open source
community
Deploy any cloud (IBM, AWS, Azure and Google Cloud Platform) and the right
systems (Z, Power, x86) to meet specific business needs
New public cloud capabilities built for industry-specific requirements
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Round out
your solution
portfolio
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Business Operations

Cloud

Data and AI

Help your clients build resilient business
operations for asset management
and supply chains — with intelligence,
insights and expertise.

Give your clients the power to choose
the right hybrid cloud solutions for their
organizations and stay in control of their
data.

Empower your clients to engage with
their data so they can answer tough
business questions, uncover patterns
and pursue breakthrough insights.

Learn about Business Operations

Learn about Cloud

Learn about Data and AI

Financing

IT Infrastructure

Security

Expand your clients’ purchasing power
while driving up-front revenue for your
firm by leading with a payment option on
all of your transactions.

Deliver IBM Systems and Storage
Solutions to disrupt IT infrastructure
and enable your clients to outpace
technology breakthroughs by using
Analytics, cognitive technologies and
secure cloud capabilities.

Help your clients protect their data
— and their success — with services
and solutions that reduce risk while
improving productivity and customer
experience.

Learn about Financing

Learn about IT Infrastructure

Learn about Security

Services

Sterling

Watson

Watson Health

Address growth opportunities, while
maximizing return on investment, by
adding IBM Services to your solution
sales.

Elevate the customer experience at
every stage of their journey, fueled by
the power of Watson and cognitive
technologies.

Place the industry’s most advanced
cognitive computing technology and new
revenue potential in your clients’ hands.

Today’s decisions deserve tomorrow’s
insights. Let’s work together to address
the world’s most pressing health
challenges.

Learn about Services

Learn about Sterling

Learn about Watson

Learn about Watson Health

Leverage IBM’s portfolio of highvalue products, solutions and
services to turn the company you’re
running today into the company
you’re building for tomorrow.

Back to Table of Contents
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Let’s create
what’s next, together
Your Business. Our Commitment.
To accelerate consumption of our hybrid cloud platform, we have elevated
the role of partners and also rapidly expanded our ecosystem by adding
hundreds of new partnerships with global system integrators, independent
software vendors, and major third-party software partners.

Next page

$1B

2.5x

A $1 billion investment in our
Ecosystem grants our partners
a bigger role in fulfilling their
clients’ increasing needs

Clients agree that a Hybrid Cloud
approach is 2.5X more valuable
than relying on public cloud alone

40K

35new

More than 40,000 clients have
turned to IBM to unlock value
from their data

Since launching our Cloud for
Telecommunications in 2020 more
than 35 partners have joined

The right strategy. The right technology.
Our open, flexible and secure Hybrid Cloud approach empowers clients to
connect front and back offices while building, modernizing, deploying, and
securely managing cloud-native applications and essential data processes
across various IT environments.

Start here. Get there.

Source: 2020 IBM Annual Report
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